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"How exactly to Cut Children's Locks" is a Step-By-Step guidebook that teaches anyone how to
create professional seeking haircuts for Boys or Young ladies. Written in clear actions with a
little humor thrown in for good measure, this beautifully illustrated Family members Hair Cutting
Guide will give you years of make use of and can help you save hundreds of dollars. With over
100 Illustrations, the publication starts with the basics, after that progresses to chapters offering
various Classic and Modern Haircuts with the "HOW EXACTLY TO" methods used to generate
them.
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I like the way this book was written I like the way this book was written. It is the only one so far I
could discover that describes the various hair cuts. I would giv e this a 10 star ranking! I just
bought my very own copy to use. good resource It's a pretty good book. When she explained
that she cut her kids hair I didn't believe her.she loaned me her duplicate of How to Cut
Childrens Hair to try out and I could to cut my son and daughters myself. I'm usually not very
proficient at following directions, however the pictures made it super easy to check out. I wish
there have been color pictures also. I'm saving money and my kids look great!! I tried cutting my
husband's locks following Larry Dunlap's instructions and that proved okay too. Also, this is the
funniest how to publication I've ever read. Well worth the price This book has a lot of cute
haircut ideas for kids and easy to follow directions. The writing design was funny and it had
been a super quick examine that I now make use of for reference. My kids' haircuts look A LOT
better now! This reserve s excelent. How to Cut Children's Hair How to Cut Children's Locks is an
extremely good book. Gorgeous drawings help so much! Instructions were obvious. Gave my
young grandson a haircut and it looks good. The only drawback is that now my buddy and sister
need me to cut their children hair too. Just like the great humor and the clever tips on how to
keep children still and safety suggestions too. learning how to contain the scissors from the
drawings produced an enormous differnce (I attempted to trim his locks before and it had been
terible - this time around it was pretty darn good and I believe I will get better using this book)
Seeing all the styles shown was nice too and also tips about buying scisors etc.Yes, I would
recommend this book to anybody who is trying to lower his / her hair (child) for the first time. I
complimented a friend of mine on how nice and neat her four children's hair usually looked and
wanted to know if her hairdreser was very costly. I haven't utilized it yet, nonetheless it had
excellent foundation education on hair cutting. Four Stars Easy to understand and illustrations
have become clear. I even trim my husbands hair now. This could also be used for men's
haircuts because it has most of the cuts males wear. They have become easy to follow and the
illustrations make those directions very clear. I would recommend this to anyone who wants to
cut their very own childs hair. Three Stars ok Great step-by-step directions This book has great
step by step directions.
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